PDC FlightCharter
Managing Business Jets, Offer - Contracts - Execution

1st-class suite of applications for
scheduling and managing flights,
documents, crew, handlers, etc.
PDC FlightCharter is the most complete and innovative software
for procurement, contract creation, document management
and flight planning in General Aviation. The solution is made by
aviation people who know the complexity and demands of your
operation.

The solution is a first-class suite of applications for scheduling
and managing of flights, documents, crew, handlers, etc. This
provides sales personnel, flight and crew planners with a unique
tool for handling different kinds of contracts, negotiated price,
customer information and other related information.

PDC FlightCharter guides you through the entire work flow from
a potential customer makes contact, through actual operation
to post flight data recording and reporting - ensuring efficiency
and quality in your business.

“

We have chosen the PDC FlightCharter solution to support our business processes. Data are
only created once and available when needed. It has also been important for us, to find a
software supplier with leading aviation software competence, so we can continue our strive
to be professional and competitive in the future.
Henning Tæstesen, Air Alsie

Maximum Utilization of the Fleet

PDC FlightOps is the module used to plan and control the fleet
utilization. It optimizes the operations and controls the business
by providing timely alerts of any possible disruption and includes
the tools needed to avoid or minimize delays.
PDC Crew streamlines the entire process of managing the cockpit
and cabin crew assignment - ensuring that the right crew with
the right qualifications is in the right place at the right time.
Both PDC FlightOps and PDC Crew assure that the schedules
do not conflict with various kinds of constraints and that it
complies with laws and regulations.
Be responsive - Get an overview - Make smarter decisions Define more accurate flights and eliminate non-value added
activities!

Key
Benefits

All-in-One System Increases Profit Margin

PDC FlightCharter is a fully integrated solution where all modules
are working on the same data - from presales quotations to
after flight calculations.
These high quality data provide big time savings and high
certainty against human errors, while eliminating duplicated
work and manual controls when there are adjustments in
assignments or flights.
When changes to a planned flight occur one has to both make
preparations for the changes and cancel related preparations
already made. For this, PDC FlightCharter offers an automatically
updated checklist providing you with an overview of what needs
your attention from the current flight plan status.
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Coherent data flow saves time
and redundant manual operations
Assurance that the plans are
implementable
Fast and easy to set up flights,
offers and quotations
Seemless integration to PDC EFB

Smooth Communication Ensures
Quality in Deliveries

Once a handling agent or other 3rd parties have been registered
in the PDC FlightCharter system there is no need to store
e-mail addresses or phone numbers anywhere else. They are
readily available and can be used by the click of a button. Once
implemented and properly integrated with existing systems
PDC FlightCharter will allow you to call, text, e-mail, or fax any
party registered.

Easy Document Management Minimizes Errors

Planning a flight is all about having the right documents, and
making sure that the proper recipients will receive them in due
time. PDC FlightCharter generates the proper documents for
you, clients, authorities, airports, and others. As with offers, the
documents can be sent directly from within PDC FlightCharter
and copies of sent documents are available at any time.

EFB Integration for Efficient Communication /
Documentation

The PDC EFB is designed to communicate to, not just the pilots,
but the entire company behind them. Valuable operational,
financial, technical and passenger related information can be
shared in an instant to and from the cockpit.

Cost Efficient Acquisition

PDC FlightCharter is the optimal solution for those who operate
in a vibrant environment but also for those with the financial
responsibility. We deliver a comprehensive solution that is cost
efficient to acquire and operate. PDC FlightCharter is fast and
easy to implement and with a rich set of flexibile tools many
modifications can be made by yourselves.
As regards the economic aspects PDC FlightCharter offers
numerous reports and statements which give financial overview
of your business.
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